
ATELIER division line presents
the PLANUM collection 

PLANUM



ABOUT ATELIER DIVISION

We know it perfectly well how many key points must be taken into 
account when it comes to selecting interior doors. Being inspired by a 
strong desire to simplify this choice, we’ve designed the ATELIER doors. As 
true ‘fashion designers’, we’ll match the style, material, colour and door 
hardware to fi t all your requirements.
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PLANUM COLLECTION. PHILOSOPHY

One form and a unique assortment of decorating details. This approach 
is a golden opportunity to follow interior design trends while keeping 
your identity. Enhanced planes and perfectly performed coating fully 
reveal the beauty of each door unit finishing. PLANUM doors can both 
become comprehensive interior solutions and complement other 
collections.



DIVISION FEATURES

Minimalist PLANUM doors mainly feature simple 
forms and functionality about every single detail.

Minimalist Design Style

Wood veneer and advanced materials, 
textured and perfectly smooth surface, 
natural colours and eff ective enamel coating. 
With all these, you can easily select the door 
that suits your interior best.

Variety of Finishes
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Our doors are perfectly combined within the 
PLANUM collection and other ones that is 
very handy while designing the interior. Thus, 
you can emphasize some zones, do other 
ones less obvious and profit, all in a breath.

Compatibility with Other Collections

We both follow the fashion trends of modern 
interior designs and set them. At your request 
we can manufacture non-standard size doors, 
up to 3000 mm (approx.118 inches) high. 
These doors look impressive and boost the 
visual height of your room.

Impressive Height





PLANUM 
12 page  

h a r d  w  a r e
 42 page

           f e a t u r e s

f  i n i s h  e  s
38 page

48 page

t e c h n i c a l  a r e a



FlatSystem Coplanar Framing
Draw your attention to a FlatSystem coplanar 
framing that brings a door leaf and trim 
casing into the same plane. It is achieved 
by design features of a door frame and trim 
casing together with the use of concealed 
hinges that are completely hidden when a 
door is closed.



Model: 0010 Black Ash.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
FLATSYSTEM coplanar doorframe.
Concealed hinges.
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Model: 0010 Snow-white.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
CLASSIC doorframe with

concealed hinges is available. 
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Concealed Door Hinge System
A hinge is completely concealed when a 
door is closed, therefore certain coplanar 
solutions are implemented. Thus, a door 
opens to a full 180 degrees. They can also be 
adjusted in all three dimensions, that allows 
fixing a door with the same clearance all 
around.



Model: 0010 Snow-white.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
CLASSIC doorframe with
concealed hinges is available. 
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Model: 0010 Oak Tobacco.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.

FLATSYSTEM
coplanar doorframe. 
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Recommended Handle
You can easily select a door handle following 
recommendations of our designers.



Model: 0010 Oak Tobacco.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
FLATSYSTEM
coplanar doorframe. 
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Rounded Edge
Rounded edges give a nice sense of touch and produce an 
impression of one-piece solid wood.



Model at the left:
0010 Wheat Oak. 
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
Model on the right:
2102 Wheat Oak. 
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
FLATSYSTEM coplanar 
doorframe. External and 
internal side view. /   23PLANUM



Compatibility
with other collections
Our designers recommend uniting fl ush 
door leaves, decorated by a horizontal 
pattern and supplied with a FlatSystem 
coplanar framing, with contemporary doors.



Model on the right: 0010 Oak Smoky. 
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.

Model at the left: QUADRO 6014
Oak Smoky. 

Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
FLATSYSTEM coplanar doorframe.

Concealed hinges. /   25PLANUM



Models 2nd floor: 0010 Cognac Oak. 
Handle: I-Design mod.800, satin gold.
Models 1st floor: DECANTO NS 5221 Cognac Oak. 
Handle: I-Design mod.800, satin gold.
CLASSIC doorframe.
Smooth casings. 
Skirting board Cognac Oak.

Compatibility with other collections.
Flush door leaves with a vertical pattern and a Classic door frame 
are perfectly combined with classic doors.
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Model: 0010 Brandy Walnut. 
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.
FLATSYSTEM doorframe with
concealed hinges is available. 



Model: 0010 Brandy Walnut. 
Handle: Ice, satin chrome.

FLATSYSTEM doorframe with
concealed hinges is available. 



Impressive Height
At your request we can manufacture non-standard size doors,
up to 3000 mm (approx.118 inches) high. 
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Model: 0010 Ciplex
Milky Ash.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome. 
FLATSYSTEM doorframe. 



Ciplex Laminate
Natural wood graining and enamel coating is perfectly imitated
by advanced synthetic materials such as superior CIPLEX Laminate.



Model: 0010 Ciplex
Honey Ash.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome. 
FLATSYSTEM doorframe
in Honey Ash (ciplex) finishing. 
Skirting board in the Honey Ash 
(ciplex) finishing. /   35PLANUM



Silent Magnetic Lock
We appreciate comfort the same as you do.
A magnetic door lock provides smooth and soft closing.
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Model: 0010 Ciplex
Chocolate Ash.
Handle: Ice, satin chrome. 
FLATSYSTEM doorframe. 







 Snow White Ash Grey Ash Dark Grey Ash Moccachino Ash Black Ash

Milky White Ash Creamy Ash Latte Ash Chicolate Ash

FINISHES

Opaque Milky White

Opaque Snow White

Opaque Ivory

Opaque Grey

Opaque Latte

Opaque Dark Grey

Opaque Chicolate

Opaque Anthracite Opaque Black



Smoky Oak Ashen Oak Caramel Oak

Bleached Oak

Wheat Oak

Cognac Oak

Tobacco Oak

Vanilla Ash Anegry Cocoa Anegry Chocolate

Cherry Natural Brandy Walnut

Mahogany Mocco 

Wenge

Gingery Ash Honeyed Ash Milky Ash Chocolate Ash Modena Wal Nut

White Silk Ivory Patina Antique

CIPLEX  







Laura Liscia Mod. 800

 Рolished gold  Рolished gold

 Satin gold Polished chrome

 Polished chrome

 Satin gold  Satin Bronze

 Satin Bronze

 Satin chrome

 Satin chrome

HARDWARE
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Michelle Robot

 Рolished gold  Рolished gold

 Satin Bronze

 Polished chrome  Satin chrome



HARDWARE

 Satin chrome  Satin chrome

 Satin Bronze

 White enamel Рolished gold

Pasini Ice
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 Satin chrome  Satin chrome

Georgia

 Satin chrome

Cervinia Siena







0010 0010 

MODELS

PLANUM doors can both become comprehensive interior solutions and complement other 
collections. Flush door leaves, decorated with a horizontal pattern and supplied with a FlatSystem 
coplanar framing, can be easily combined with contemporary doors. Door leaves with vertical patterns 
and Classic door frames are perfectly combined with classic doors.
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2102 4114



FlatSystem

 Classic

PROFILES
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 3D hingesFlatSystem

Обратный наличник 

HARDWARE



TECHNICAL AREA

OPENING TYPES AND DIRECTIONS 

HINGED DOOR

DOUBLE HINGED DOOR

SLIDING DOOR

RL

L R

L R



INSTALLATION

The door must be installed by a 
skilled worker using appropriate 
tools. Wood is a hygroscopic 
material, so if you install 
the door in a newly built or 
renovated room, make sure that 
it has normal humidity and the 
materials used for renovation 
have become dry. Before 
installation, the door must 
get acclimatized in the room. 
For this purpose, leave it lying 
in the room for several days. 
This is especially important in 
cold weather. Do not remove 
the packaging until complete 
acclimatization of the door.

OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE

A good door like any furniture 
demands careful and caring 
attitude. To preserve exterior 
of the door, it is recommended 
to use natural wood furniture 
care products periodically. 
You can also clean the door 
surface with a wipe. Avoid 
rough mechanical impact on 
the surface of the door, as well 
as its contact with acids, alkalis 
and solvents as this can result 
in appearance of defects and 
deterioration.

GENERAL
INFORMATION

The door is designed for 
installation in rooms with 
temperatures from 10 to 30°C 
and relative humidity of 50 to 
70%. Sudden changes in these 
parameters are not allowed.

STORAGE

To eliminate deformation, prior 
to installation the door must 
be stored on a flat surface or 
on aligned dry pads of the 
same thickness (not less than 
three pads). Do not store the 
doors near heat sources or 
in the draught as sudden 
changes in temperature can 
cause cracks and other flaws 
on the surface of the door. 
During storage, avoid exposing 
door areas to direct sunlight as 
this can cause uneven change 
of color of the coating.
Keep the door in its original 
packaging.




